
 - Avoid any surface scratches when installing the faucet or other fixtures. 
 - Avoid any type of industrial cleaner that might consist of harsh chemicals.
 - Avoid are any typical waxes or polishes that you might apply to chrome plated fixtures to keep
    them shiny.
 - Abrasive cleaners will damage the finish.
 - Anything with abrasive surfaces like a scourer are likely to scratch the finish on your faucet.
 - Don’t use dirty cloths, natural sponges or any type of brush.
 - Take care using your faucets so as not to damage or scratch the surface with jewelry such as rings.

RECOMMENDED CLEANING PROCESS:

You’ll need two clean, soft, absorbent washcloths (best choice is microfiber cloth) that have not been 
washed with fabric softener. Fabric softener stays behind on fabrics and will leave streaks when it deposits
the softener onto the fixture.

The very best choice is distilled water and degreasing dish soap. Using distilled water isn’t
mandatory, but as it doesn’t contain the minerals found in most tap water, it is best for removing water
spots while not creating new ones. If you have particularly difficult-to-remove buildup on your bathroom
fixtures, you can also add in white vinegar.

Make up a weak solution of warm, soapy water. Using a microfiber cloth, and without being too harsh
rub the tap in circular motions until it starts to look clean. Be sure to clean the area surrounding the
base of the tap, too. Then simply rinse the whole area down with water and wipe dry with a second
clean cloth.

If your black faucet does begin to create a brown on the washbasin, ring shaped stain around the faucet
base, this is completely normal. This too should be prevented by regular cleaning with warm soapy water.
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CARE RECOMMENDATIONS:

Please read this document very carefully before using the purchased product!

Due to their special finish many users have problems cleaning black/black matt bathroom fixtures .
Matt black fixtures in particular have a coating that makes them more vulnerable to discoloration than
typical faucet finishes (like chrome finishing). Also matt finishes absorb light which gives them a restful
quality because the lack of glare is easy on eyes. 
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NB! Damage caused to the product due to improper care cannot be a reason
for submitting a claim to the manufacturer! Manufacturer does not replace any products

or parts of products that have been attacked by chemical agents or traces of abrasion.


